Grammatical optimality (in terms of OT) correlates with user optimality as a consequence of diachronic adaptation. This is the central claim of the paper under discussion. What is not evident, however, is whether the combination of two hitherto insufficiently understood notions -grammatical optimality and user optimality-is likely to further better understanding. This is what I want to point out in more detail below.
beholder. A change may happen to seem 'adaptive' by accident, and we could not tell. The corresponding problem in evolutionary biology is the circularity of the notion 'survival of the fittest*. Eventually, it is trivial, if a change is a triggered change: If change C¡ provokes a subsequent change C b because C¡ produces an ill-formed side effect, C b is 'adaptive', or rather corrective. Without C b , the grammar would be ill-formed, that is, in conflict with universal principles, and therefore a defective system. So, it seems, the real issue of the paper is not OT, and not diachronic change, but only their potential role for functional explanation in terms of 'adaptive changes': "Grammatical structures are typically adapted to language users" needs in a highly sophisticated way" (sect. 8 The functionalist perspective is a sibling of the unreflected everyday life perspective. The design of an object is seen and described in terms of its present function. Questions of the kind "What is X good for" are potentially misleading in scientific contexts, however, if the respective answer is mistaken for an explanation of a property of X. The author acknowledges this fallacy (sect. 4) of functional reasoning and suggests an analogy instead: "As in biology, observed adaptive patterns in language can be explained through diachronic evolutionary processes as the unintended cumulative outcome of numerous individual intentional actions" (s. abstract).
What is crucially missing in this discussion is a precise notion of selection. Adaptability is relative to the selection mechanisms and these are diverse. Without a precise characterization of selection, adaptation is as insignificant a notion as percentage figures without baseline, as the following 'syllogism' demonstrates: (i) a is adaptive=^ a serves the user's needs, (ii) If the user uses the grammar G for his needs, the users' needs are served by G. (iii) So, G is adaptive if used. Obviously, the notion of serving needs is too vague.
Let us examine two examples in this context. One is topic drop, in sect. 6.3. An empirically inadequate OT-constraint (leave arguments coreferent with the topic structurally unrealized) is translated into an equally inadequate 'user-optimal' version (save production energy and drop a predictable subject pronoun). These suggestions confound topics (topic drop) and subjects (pro drop), overlook that pro drop is contingent upon cliticization and not upon rich agreement (see Haider 1994: Icelandic has as rich a subject agreement paradigmas Italian, but it is not pro-drop) and completely ignore structural conditions: German allows topic drop for subjects or objects (1 a), but only in the operator position (cf. 1 a vs. 1 b), but German is not pro drop (1 b).
(1) Question: Wie findest Du sein OT-Argument? -How do you find his OT-argument?
a. 0j kann ich e¿ leider nicht akzeptieren. 0¡ habe e¡ mich aber gut amüsiert damit. b. 'Damit habe 0 T mich gut amüsiert 'Saving production energy' as a user constraint is best fulfilled if wireless telephone is abolished, but it cannot replace principles of grammar, neither in structural nor in functionalist theories. In my view, the driving force of elisions is not energy saving but sheer ennui. The brain simply hates being bored with redundant information.
Another illustrative case is the constraint on the order of wh-elements discussed in sect. 7. For the author, these restrictions are an expected outcome of diachronic adaptation. For me, this is rather the adaptation of an incorrect functionalist argument: The claim that in our universe of discourse it is 'unnatural in normal circumstances to sort purchasers on the basis of purchased items' (Kuno & Takami) is just ad hoc and patently incorrect: (21 c) -What was ordered by whom ?-would be ruled out.
( The fundamental misunderstanding* is on the author's side if he thinks any insight has been gained if one is told German and Japanese differ from English because some un mentioned constraints are ranked differently. It is a fundamental misconception within OT to treat constraints as a set of black box primitives. There is no superiority constraint. This is just the surface appearance of a complex interaction of structural and semantic conditions (see Haider to appear for details). Shuffling descriptive statements called constraints is not a valid alternative for systematic analyses of grammatical dependencies.
As for a reasonable cognitive selection device in the context of grammar, an answer is suggested in Haider (1997) . The device is the human language faculty (HLF): The grammar variants 'compete' for the brain. The winner is the grammar that happens to end up as a copy in the brain of the L,-learner. The analogy to biology is close: Evolutionary success is reproductive success. A grammar is like a cognitive 'virus'. It reproduces itself in the respective host system: The core grammar G¡ is selected by the HLF. G¡ determines L¡ (minus periphery), which is the basis for the acquisition of a new copy of G¡. Like in biology, the copy-mechanism is not perfect. This is one of a number of sources of variation that feed the pool of variation of grammars for L. HLF is the selection device which sets the standard of success: The grammar that fits HLF best wins, and survives (see title). Note: No adaptation without selection. No consistent grammar without HLF.
